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ABSTRACT

Positive displacement (PD) compressors and internal combustion engines (ICEs) are major energy consumers. For
example, a typical US household may have as many as 7 compressors (2 in house AC, 2 in auto AC, 1 each for
refrigerator or freezer or shop compressed air, refer to Soedel-2007) and 4 ICEs (2 in auto, 1 each for lawn mower
and auxiliary power generator). Both technologies generate high amplitude pulsating pressures1 (up to 180-200 dB)
and fluctuating discharge flows that demand a silencer or muffler to suppress noise but leads to high energy costs:
up to 5-7% shaft power for PD compressors and up to 2-5% gasoline or diesel consumption for ICEs. Growing
global demand for higher efficiency and lower noise for these systems is conflicting with the governing rule of serial
muffling (Daniel, 2005) employed for the past 100 years: “More Noise Reduction, More Back Pressure Losses or
Use Larger Size or Multiple Mufflers”. No current technology could meet both demands simultaneously due to the
limitation of the current serial noise suppression methodology.
The primary goal of this paper is to use a simple analogy with electric circuits to analyze and compare two
dampening schemes: the traditional serial dampening configuration and a new parallel dampening method called
SPT (Shunt Pulsation Trap, Huang, 2014). It will be demonstrated that SPT – a parallel noise suppression method
will overcome this limitation and is capable of getting the pulsating noise under control with no back pressure
losses. The SPT technology involves modifications to a standard PD compression cycle from a serial mode, that is,
treats or dampens the noise generating source ∆P (Poutlet-Pcavity) after discharge, to a parallel mode before discharge.
Noise Suppression Rules are summarized for optimum applications to various PD type compressors and ICEs. Then
the results are applied to a 350 hp Roots blower for power loss calculations and compared with previous
experimental data, proving that a substantial and consistent energy saving can be achieved with dampening
configuration change from a serial one to a parallel one.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Noise, Acoustic Waves and Gas Pulsations
In this paper, noise is broadly defined as gas vibrations that are generated typically by Positive Displacement (PD)
compressors and internal combustion engines (ICEs), which propagate as pressure waves through a gas media. Their
magnitude is ranging widely from 0.002 – 2 bar (0.03 - 30 psi) as listed in Table 1 with corresponding dB value of
80 - 200. Also, the range of noise frequencies from various generating sources varies widely between 20 Hz and 20
kHz. Among the two wide ranges, the group with relatively high amplitude and low frequency often associated with
PD type fluid machinery is termed as gas pulsations and the one with relatively low amplitude and high frequency
associated with dynamic type such as centrifugal compressors or gas turbines is called sound or simply noise. There
is no clear dividing line between gas pulsation and noise identified in the literature. In this paper, a sound pressure
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level above 140 dB (0.03 psi, 0.002 bar) and a PPF (pocket passing frequency) below 500 Hz is used to identify gas
pulsations for typical PD type compressors and ICEs. Because of the orders of magnitude differences, gas pulsations
and noise behave very differently and hence, the way to treat or dampen them differs.
Table 1: Magnitude of acoustic waves in comparison with industrial gas pulsations (Huang, 2012a)

Pressure Fluctuation, bar
Pressure Fluctuation, psi
Sound Pressure level, dB

Sound
0.000002
0.00003
80

0.00002
0.0003
100

0.0002
0.003
120

0.002
0.03
140

Gas Pulsations
0.02
0.2
0.3
3
160
180

2
30
200

In physics, sound is a linear propagating pressure wave without inducing much net fluid flow while gas pulsations
are non-linear compression waves (CW) and expansion waves (EW) that induce a strong unidirectional fluid flow as
analyzed by Huang (2012a) using a shock tube analogy. To get a sense of their quantitative differences, Table 2 lists
the induced fluid velocity by the same range of pressure fluctuations listed in Table 1 for air propagating onedimensionally in atmosphere using the following equations:
dp =  c du

(1)

ΔP =  W ΔU

(2)

where Equation (1) is the classical acoustic equation that represents small amplitude pressure wave front, dp,
propagating in air of density, , at the speed of sound, c, and inducing an air velocity of du, while Equation (2),
known as the Shock Wave Equation, relates the abruptly arisen pressure of a shock wave with strength, ΔP,
propagating in air of density, , in shockwave speed of W, and inducing a flow velocity of ΔU (Capital P and U are
used to indicate their larger magnitude).
Table 2: Magnitude of fluctuating velocity induced by fluctuating pressure

Pressure fluctuation, Δp, bar,
Pressure fluctuation, Δp, dB
Induced flow fluctuation, ΔU, m/s
Wave speed in Mach Number

Acoustic Waves
0.000002
0.00002
0.0002
80
100
120
0.00052
0.0052
0.052
1.0000009 1.000009 1.00009

Gas Pulsations
0.02
0.2
160
180
0.52
5.2
47
1.0009 1.009 1.09
0.002
140

2
200
302
1.65

It can be seen that below a fluctuating pressure of 140 dB (the domain of Classic Acoustics), the induced flow
velocity is very low while above 140 dB (the domain of gas pulsations), the induced flow becomes a significant
portion of the average flow velocity that cannot be ignored in modeling and demands an aerodynamic approach,
such as shock tube theory rather than traditional Thermodynamics. This also explains why it is so difficult to treat
gas pulsations because of the simultaneous existence of both high amplitude pressure waves and strong transient
flow.

1.2 Traditional Gas Pulsation and Noise Control Methods: Reactive, Absorptive or Combo Silencer
The term “silencer” is also used broadly in this paper that is also referred often as a dampener for pulsation
attenuation in HVAC&R and petrochemical industries (Price, 1999; Smith, 2011) or muffler for automotive ICE
applications. Traditionally, a silencer is needed at the discharge side of a PD compressor or ICE (serially connected).

Figure 1a: Reactive silencer

Figure 1b: Absorptive
silencer

Figure 1c: Combo silencer
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A reactive silencer (Figure 1a) targets high amplitude low frequency gas pulsations by a series of chambers
connected with a number of perforated tubes while an absorptive silencer (Figure 1b) targets low amplitude high
frequency gas pulsations by using a parallel perforated walls lined with sound absorbing materials. The combo type
(Figure 1c) combines the reactive and absorptive into one targeting both low and high amplitude and frequency gas
pulsations. Inherently, a reactive silencer suffers at least an order of higher back pressure losses than an absorptive
type of an equivalent size due to the principle of the reactive dampening by creating sudden area and flow
directional changes (see Beranek, p363-reactive mufflers). Figure 2 shows flow charts for phases of traditional serial
dampening scheme widely used for PD compressor systems in UC mode (under compression: defined as when the
pressure in cavity is lower than the outlet pressure when discharge). Figure 2a shows that the inlet volume flow Qinlet
goes through each phase (volume rate changes from suction to compression phase) and is joined by induced
backflow IFF between the compression and discharge phases while Figure 2b illustrates the same process in time
domain emphasizing the events during the transient backflow phase.

Figure 2: Phases of PD compression cycle for traditional serial configuration under UC mode
In a serial configuration, the transient phase starts when the discharge valve suddenly opens to expose the pressure
difference between the design pressure in the compressor cavity Pcavity and the outlet pressure Poutlet, i.e. ∆PUC.
According to the transient analysis by Huang (2012a, 2012b) using a shock tube analogy, the sudden communication
between the cavity and the outlet would trigger the generation of gas pulsations in the form of CW-IFF-EW, which
originate at the valve. CW and IFF would go into the cavity to wave compress the cavity gas Q (traditionally called
backflow compression), while EW comes out to the outlet pulling IFF and causes gas pulsating downstream. The
magnitude of CW and EW is approximately equally dividing the very ∆PUC itself in terms of pressure ratio. Since
the waves (both CW and EW) travel much faster (10-20 times) than the compressor rotor or piston velocity, the time
it takes to wave compress and induce IFF is much shorter than the traditional discharge process (starting also as the
cavity is opened to outlet and ending until all gases are emptied into the outlet) as shown by the ∆tUC and the sharp
rise of pressure in Figure 2b. It should be emphasized that it is in the transient phase that the pressure in the cavity
gets equalized with the outlet by incoming CW and volume flow IFF while simultaneously the induced downstream
pulsating gas flow IFF and EW are dampened by the silencer. Though the transient time is short, but it is finite and
can be calculated approximately by
∆tUC = 2L / W
(3)
where L is a characteristic length of the cavity, such as piston stroke or cavity depth, that CW has to reach to be
reflected and W is the shockwave velocity. Factor 2 means a round trip is needed to wave compress the cavity gas Q
to diminish the initial ∆PUC to less than 5% (see Huang, 2012a). For an industrial size air compressor, the magnitude
of ∆tUC is typically less than a fraction of one msec (1/1000 s).
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After the transient backflow phase, the combined cavity volume flow and back flow, Q+IFF, is discharged into the
outlet by mechanical movement of pistons or rotors that takes much longer time as marked as discharge phase in
Figure 2b. Next, Q+IFF would go into a downstream silencer (second time for IFF) to be further dampened. The
silencer type used is mostly the reactive or combo type as shown in Figure 1a or Figure 1c with the task of reducing
the level of both flow pulsation and pressure fluctuation without suffering too much back pressure losses. However,
the goal to achieve both good noise suppression and high flow efficiency (low back pressure) for the system is
conflicting due to the fact that both IFF and Q have to go through the serially connected dampener (twice for IFF
and once for Q). In fact the opposite is true as expressed by the long existing empirical rule of serial muffling:
“More Noise Reduction, More Back Pressure Losses or Larger Sizes or Multiple ones”. This limitation or handicap
is believed to be caused by the serial configuration itself, the focus of this paper.

Figure 3: Phases of PD compression cycle for traditional serial configuration under OC mode
Figure 3 shows the phases of the PD compression cycle for a traditional serial dampener configuration under OC
mode (over compression: defined as when the pressure in cavity is higher than the outlet pressure when discharge).
Note that for OC mode, the IFF goes forward through the dampener during the transient phase before the cavity flow
Q, and its pressure loss is roughly the same as that of the UC mode. While Q flows through the same silencer after
IFF passes, and its pressure loss is also roughly same as that of the UC mode. Another difference with the UC mode
is that IFF only goes through the silencer once instead of twice for UC mode.

1.3 Alternative Gas Pulsation Control Method: Parallel Dampening (SPT)
In contrast to the serial configuration described above, an alternative method called shunt pulsation trap (SPT), uses
a parallel configuration to tackle gas pulsations before the discharge process (Huang, 2014). The SPT method is
based on the shock tube theory (Huang, 2012a & 2012b) that suggests that the most dominant sources of gas
pulsations are the direct results from the pressure difference ∆P (=Poutlet-Pcavity) from either an Over Compression
(OC) or an Under Compression (UC) suddenly discharging at the compressor outlet.
As illustrated in Figure 4 for the same example of UC, a SPT involves modifications to a standard PD compression
cycle from a serial mode, that is, it treats or dampens the dominant noise generating source ∆P UC AFTER the
discharge process, to a parallel mode BEFORE the discharge process. In this configuration, any pressure deviation
of the design pressure in the compressor cavity from the target outlet pressure, i.e. ∆P UC, would trigger a feedback
loop of induced fluid flow (IFF) into the cavity in such a way to diminish the noise generating source (∆P UC)
BEFORE the discharge valve opens. The pre-emptive strategy is made possible by taking advantage of the pressure
waves (CW and EW) created at the pre-opening of the cavity to SPT by the very ∆PUC itself to drive the selfpressuring (equalizing pressure inside the cavity) and dampening process inside SPT. The optimum timing of the
pre-opening, ∆t > ∆tUC from Equation (3), and the dampener resistance are designed to finish both processes just
2018 Purdue Compressor Engineering Conference, July 9-12, 2018
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prior to the opening of the discharge valve to the outlet so that there is not much of ∆PUC left inside the cavity when
it is open to the outlet, hence no need for a silencer at the outlet. After the transient compression and dampening
phase, the combined cavity and back flow Q+IFF is discharged directly into the outlet. In this parallel setup, only the
pulsed volume flow IFF goes through the dampener inside the SPT while the main flow Q stays put inside the cavity
so that increasing IFF dampening resistance will not affect the main cavity flow Q, breaking the limitation of the
serial muffling rule. Thus, SPT results in a much smaller volume than a serial dampener because IFF is often a
fraction of the design flow Q and dampening resistance to IFF is NOT related to back pressure loss due to the
parallel setup.

Figure 4: Phases of PD compression cycle for parallel configuration (SPT) under UC mode

Figure 5: Phases of PD compression cycle for parallel configuration (SPT) under OC mode
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In the same way, Figure 5 shows the phases of the PD compression cycle for traditional serial configuration under
OC mode. Note that the direction of IFF is changed to forward under OC mode and only goes through dampener
once.
As an example to illustrate the SPT applications, Figure 6 shows a Roots type blower, a PD compressor with100%
UC (where Poutlet = P4, Pcavity = P1), with SPT connected in parallel with the compressor cavity before the
discharge port. During the compression phase, the rotating cavity is pre-opened suddenly to ∆PUC (= P4-P1) that
triggers the generation of the gas pulsations in the form of CW-IFF-EW at the pre-opening location as shown by the
left cavity in Figure 6.The CW and IFF would go into the cavity to wave compress the cavity gas within time ∆tUC
by Equation (3), where L is the characteristic length of the cavity shown by the right cavity in Figure 6. While EW
comes (EW spreading direction is always opposite to IFF and is pulling the IFF flow) out into the SPT where a
perforated tube, as an example, is deployed as the dampening element to control its energy. In principle, the
perforated tube traps EW waves and converts the single big low frequency jet IFF into multiple smaller jets that
generate high frequency jet noises as shown in the exploded view of Figure 6. Note that these smaller jet flows are
symmetrically distributed on the tube surface so that reactive forces generated by jet flows will cancel each other
out, resulting in less exciting forces for vibration and noise. On the other hand, the high frequency jet noises can be
treated easily with an absorptive silencer downstream, as needed, that has much lower pressure loss than the reactive
type, as shown as an optional absorptive silencer in Figures 4&5.

Figure 6: An example of a SPT application for 100% UC mode for Roots blower
It should be emphasized that the change of the dampening mode from post-discharge serial to pre-discharge parallel
is just a configuration change with basically the same reactive dampening physics but very different consequences
as to be analyzed in more detail in the following section using an analogy with electrical circuits.

2. ANALYSIS OF SERIAL VS. PARALLEL DAMPENING CONFIGURATIONS
2.1 Series & Parallel Electrical Circuits
As is known in basic physics, resistors of an electrical circuit can be connected in many different ways. The two
simplest of these are called series and parallel and occur most frequently. Resistors connected in series, known as a
series circuit, are connected along a single path, so the same current flows through all of the resistors. Resistors
connected in parallel, known as a parallel circuit, are connected along multiple paths, so the same voltage is applied
to each resistor.
In a series circuit, the current (designated as IS) through each of the resistors is the same, and the voltage drop across
the circuit (designated as VS) is the sum of the voltage drops across each resistor expressed as follows:
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IS = I1 = I2…

VS = V 1 + V 2 + …

In a parallel circuit, the voltage drop across each of the resistors (designated as VP) is the same and the total current
(IP) is the sum of the currents through each resistor expressed below:
IP = I1 + I2 +…

VP = V 1 = V 2 = …

Electrical resistance and power consumption for serial and parallel circuits are therefore:
RS = IS/VS

PowerS = IS × VS= IS × (V1 + V2)

(4)

RP = IP / VP

PowerP = IP × VP= VP × (I1 + I2)

(5)

2.2 Series & Parallel Pulsation Dampening Configurations: an Analogy with Electrical Circuits
Historically, the electric-hydraulic analogy has been widely used so that invisible electric current and the processes
at play in electrical circuits can be demonstrated. The same analogy can be applied approximately between the gas
flow configurations and the electrical circuits with the understanding that the concepts and principles of the
electrical circuits can be directly used as the source to the target problem, gas flow in this case. The corresponding
equivalents used in this paper are: electrical current :: (corresponds to) gas volume flow rate, electrical voltage
drop :: static pressure loss, electrical resistor :: gas dampener... As such, Equations (4) - (5) for steady state circuits
can be expressed by the corresponding fluid dynamic variables as follows:
Serial:

QS = Q 1 = Q 2

∆PSFL = ∆P1 + ∆P2 Power LossS = QS × ∆PFL= QS × (∆P1 + ∆P2)

(6)

Parallel:

QP = Q 1 + Q 2

∆PPFL = ∆P1 = ∆P2 Power LossP = QP × ∆PFL= ∆PP × (Q1 + Q2)

(7)

2

Where Q is the volume flow rate, ∆PFL (=C×ρ×ΔU /2) is the static pressure loss for internal flows in fluid dynamics
with C as loss coefficient, ρ gas density and ΔU average flow velocity. It should be noted that the discharge process
is not at steady state but includes transients during which the steady state equations are applied approximately at
each instant by consideration of conservation of mass and system energy. In this way, Equations (6) - (7) applied to
the two cases of the UC mode as shown in Figures 2&4 can be expressed as:
Serial:

Power LossS = ½ IFF × ∆Pbackflow loss + (Q + IFF) × ∆Pforwardflow loss

(8)

Parallel:

Power LossP = ½ IFF × ∆Pbackflow loss

(9)

Note that for the serial configuration shown in Figure 2, there are actually two phases during the discharge process
(after the discharge valve opens): the transient backflow phase within ∆tUC and the forward discharging phase. For
the transient backflow phase, only IFF flows through the silencer (backward) experiencing a pressure loss while Q
stays put inside cavity without suffering any pressure loss. Moreover, IFF is not constant, varying from Maximum
under the full ∆PUC to almost zero, hence the factor ½ is use to approximate the non-linear process. For the forward
flow discharge process, both IFF and Q flow through the silencer (forward), experiencing a pressure loss that could
be different from the backflow phase due to different fluid velocities to be discussed in the next paragraph.
In the same way, Equations (6) - (7) can be applied to the two cases of the OC mode as shown in Figures 3&5 as:
Serial:

Power LossS = ½ IFF × ∆Pbackflow loss + (Q - IFF) × ∆Pforwardflow loss

(10)

Parallel:

Power LossP = ½ IFF × ∆Pbackflow loss

(11)

Note that for the serial configuration in OC mode, the IFF goes through the dampener during the transient phase
before the cavity flow (Q-IFF), and its pressure loss is roughly the same as that of the UC mode, hence using the
same designation ∆Pbackflow loss. While (Q-IFF) flows through the same silencer after IFF passes, and its pressure
loss is roughly same as that of the UC mode, hence using the same designation ∆Pforwardflow loss. Another difference
with the UC mode is that IFF only passes through silencer once instead of twice for UC mode.

2.3 Comparison of Power Consumptions of Serial & Parallel Dampening Configurations
In the next step, the power consumptions between a serial and parallel configuration are compared. It can be seen
from Equation (8), the UC mode has an extra term (IFF + Q) × ∆Pforwardflow loss which is in fact the back pressure
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loss for the serial dampening configuration while Equation (9) does NOT have this term for the parallel
configuration. This difference is fundamental and significant in clarifying the dilemma faced by the long existing
empirical rule of serial muffling as mentioned at the beginning: “More Noise Reduction, More Back Pressure Losses
or Use Larger Sizes or Multiple Mufflers”. The culprit is not the dampening itself, but the serial configuration.
To further illustrate why serial dampening suffers more power losses than parallel dampening, Figure 7 shows the
works needed for different modes in P-V diagrams. Figure 7b is the case for the design mode (that is: neither UC
nor OC), IFF=0, hence there is no IFF related losses, while Q has to go through the dampener due to the serial
connection and still suffers the back pressure loss (Q × ∆Pforwardflow loss) as shown by the shaded area enclosed by
A-B-C-D-A, corresponding to Equations (8) or (10). This means that a perfectly designed compressor could still
suffer considerable power losses even operating at the 100% internal compression mode due to the existence of back
pressure caused by the serial silencer.

Figure 7: Power losses and SPT energy savings on P-V Diagram for different conditions
Figure 7a presents the case for the UC mode where the green shaded area is approximately equal to ½ IFF ×
∆Pbackflow loss while the area enclosed by A-B-C-D-A represents extra work due to back pressure. The combined
losses for serial dampening correspond to (IFF + Q) × ∆Pforwardflow loss, or Equation (8). It should be noted that the
work needed for parallel dampening does not include the area enclosed by A-B-C-D-A as indicated by Equation (9).
Figure 7c represents the case for the OC mode where the green shaded area is approximately equal to ½ IFF ×
∆Pbackflow loss while the area enclosed by A-B-C-D-A is equal to (Q – IFF) × ∆Pforwardflow loss, corresponding to
Equation (10).
It should be pointed out that UC has a different energy exchange process than OC in that “it borrows and returns
with the outlet system” so that induced flow IFF is not totally lost in the process (refer to Huang 2012b for more).

2.4 Pulsation Dampening Rules for PD Type Compressors & ICEs
For the convenience of effectively using the above results for industrial applications, the following dampening rules
are summarized as a guideline for designers to optimize the system for high system energy efficiency, compact
overall size and effective noise suppression. In principle, these rules are applicable to different gases and for
dampening gas pulsations generated by any PD type gas machinery or devices such as engines, expanders, or
pressure compressors, and vacuum pumps.
1.

2.

Rule I: A serial dampening configuration always suffers a back pressure loss that is proportional to its
dampening resistance and volume flow no matter if it is operating at design, UC or OC modes. The
optimum application for serial dampening is an absorptive type to treat high frequency, low amplitude
noises with low back pressure;
Rule II: Parallel dampening configuration will NOT suffer a back pressure loss at design, UC or OC modes.
The optimum application for parallel dampening is a reactive type to treat low frequency, high amplitude
noises;
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3.

Rule III: Combo dampening configuration: the optimum dampening is to use a reactive type in a parallel
configuration to treat low frequency, high amplitude noises and use an absorptive type in a serial
configuration to treat high frequency, low amplitude noises, instead of using a combo type shown in Figure
1c.

Rule I suggests that the best application for a serial configuration is for dynamic compressors or engines where high
frequency, low amplitude noises dominate. This configuration is not suggested for PD type compressors or engines
where low frequency, high amplitude noises dominate, which require reactive silencing.
Rule II suggests that the best application for a parallel configuration (SPT) is for PD type compressors or engines
where low frequency, high amplitude noises dominate. In essence, SPT targets and eliminates every pulse at its
generating source (before discharge) using a feedback loop that is self-driven. It only works for low frequency PD
type machinery since the rotor or piston velocity is much lower than the speed of pressure waves that drive the
control loop.
Rule III combines the best out of the serial and parallel configurations and is ideal for applications that are sensitive
to both gas pulsations and noises, such as automotive mufflers or air compressors that need to interact with the
atmosphere. For closed loop applications, such as HVAC&R or petrochemical industries, the absorptive silencer
might not be needed.
2.5 Test Comparison of Power Consumption of Parallel vs. Serial Dampening for Roots
To validate the above results experimentally, the test data from earlier two 350 hp Roots type blowers (refer to
Huang, 2014 for more details), one with a traditional serial reactive silencer and another with the parallel reactive
dampener SPT, are compared with the calculation. Since Roots blower is 100% UC, Equation (9) is subtracted from
Equation (9) to demonstrate the power savings from theory, we have
Power Saving = BHPS – BHPP = (IFF + Q) × ∆Pflow loss

(12)

The energy saving of the SPT is then compared with the measured BHP difference between the two prototypes
operating under the same speed, flow rate and pressure rise. Figure 8 shows the comparison. There is some
scattering of test data, but the general trend is clear, always positive and substantial: 6-15% in terms of relative total
shaft power savings based on measured data.

Figure 8: Energy saving comparison: test data vs. calculation

3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
3.1 Conclusions
The modeling and control of large amplitude, low frequency gas pulsations and the induced NVH have been a
continuing challenge for over a hundred years due to its importance to the reliability and efficiency for widely used
internal combustion engines and PD type compressors. Instead of following traditional CFD approaches, this paper
uses a simple analogy with electric circuits to analyze and compare two dampening schemes: the traditional serial
2018 Purdue Compressor Engineering Conference, July 9-12, 2018
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dampening configuration and a new parallel dampening method called SPT (Huang, 2014). Noise Suppression Rules
are summarized for optimum applications to various PD type compressors and ICEs. The results are applied to a 350
hp Roots blower for power loss calculations and compared with previous experimental data. It is concluded:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Large amplitude, low frequency gas pulsations possess simultaneous existence of high amplitude pressure
waves and strong induced fluid flow that cannot be ignored and should not be modeled by traditional linear
acoustics or Thermodynamics. Instead, an aerodynamic approach is needed such as shock tube theory to
reflect its transient nature.
The traditional serial dampening configuration is revealed to suffer a back pressure loss under all operating
conditions while a parallel dampening configuration (SPT) does not have this limitation. The optimum
dampening configuration for PD type compressors and ICEs is a combo type dampening in which a
reactive type damper is used in a parallel configuration to treat low frequency, high amplitude noises and an
absorptive type damper is used in a serial configuration to treat high frequency, low amplitude noises. This
combo type dampening achieves size/weight and pulsation/noise reductions resulting in energy savings and
improving equipment fatigue life.
The test data from an example of Roots blowers demonstrated that the energy saving of the SPT against a
serial silencer is real and significant with an efficiency gain across the whole flow range by 6 to 15%.
Based on this result and the above analysis, it is reasonable to project that the potential energy savings for
other applications are also possible: up to 5-7% shaft power for PD compressors and up to 2-5% gasoline or
diesel consumption for ICEs;
The methodology of the previous transient analysis coupled with the analogy with electric circuits provides
a pedagogic tool in understanding the physics of the transient phase of gas pulsation formation and various
dampening mechanism. As such, it can provide valuable insight to developers of more precise CFD
calculations of gas pulsations and control in the future.

It should be noted that the serial dampening scheme has been used since almost the date these machines were
invented. For example, automotive mufflers have been used for over at least 100 years. Using SPT technology
allows breaking away from the limitation of the long held rule of serial muffling: “More Noise Reduction, More
Back Pressure Losses or Use Larger Size or Multiple Mufflers”. As concluded from the analysis presented in this
paper, SPT is a configuration change that uses basically the same dampening physics and is, hence, a low risk.
However, SPT faces some challenges primarily because it relies on precise timing during the transient period
between pre-dampening and discharging that in turn calls for accurate modeling and predicting the transient flowwave interactions inside SPT and the compressor cavity. In other words, the SPT technology does not readily lend
itself to operating as a plug-in device as a conventional silencer or muffler. Instead, different applications call for
customized designs integrated into the existing systems that would take years to develop and optimize in order to
cover the wide range of compressor and ICE types and applications. However, unlike the active or passive noise
cancelling techniques that are tuned for certain frequency, SPT is capable of working in a wide range of operating
conditions with different frequencies insured with its unique negative feedback control loop, which is self-adjusting
and does not need any external power or control.

3.2 Recommendations for Future Work
Based on the above analysis, it is natural and desirable to extend the proof of concept of SPT technology (for details
of different SPT applications, refer to References outlining the related SPT patents) to a more complicated
compressor application which possesses some internal compression and suffers severe under-compression or overcompression (Soedel, 2007) and for automotive ICE applications. Scroll/screw compressors and ICEs fit these
criteria and they both have wide and growing applications in HVAC&R and Automotive industries. The goals would
be to: 1) use a detailed simulation model to optimize the parallel configuration and match SPT components, 2) use
numerical modeling techniques to develop optimized prototype scroll and screw compressor designs so that SPT
works for the entire range, 3) lab prototype testing and performance evaluation to confirm the model predictions and
technology benefits, and 4) to develop an early market prototype equipped with SPT for the HVAC&R and/or ICE
market.
SPT is a potential transformable technology for several reasons: 1) it is a green technology addressing energy and
material savings, as well as noise pollution at the same time; 2) it offers an alternative way for noise control that is
fundamentally different from the state of the art practiced over the past 100 years; and 3) it has excellent transport
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properties so it becomes possible to build smaller compressor or engine packages that have the same capabilities as
larger compressors or ICEs using conventional silencers or mufflers.

NOMENCLATURE
c
CW
EW
IFF
OC

p
P
PD
Q
SPT
t
UC
ΔU

speed of sound
compression wave, pulsation component
expansion wave, pulsation component
induced fluid flow, pulsation component
over compression
gas density
gas pulsation pressure
absolute gas pressure
positive displacement
volume flow rate
shunt pulsation trap
time
under compression
IFF velocity

V
W

PD compressor volume
shock wave velocity

Subscripts
initial low pressure in shock tube, or inlet
pressure in Roots blower
4
initial high pressure in shock tube or outlet
pressure in Roots blower
Cavity compressor cavity
FL
flow loss
Inlet
compressor inlet
Outlet compressor outlet
P
parallel configuration
S
serial configuration
1
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